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Hope Will Lead Us On
BarlowGirl

I love Barlowgirl so I listened to this song and decided to put up the chords. 
Hope you all enjoy playing it! :)

Intro:E C#m

Verse 1:
        E                    C#m
Rise up again, shake of the shadows
            B                         A
Unlock the doors and let hope live once more
                   E                C#m
Cause up from the ashes, a fire is woken
                    B     A                   E
Cause those who are broken are becoming the chosen
  
Chorus:

 (Pause)         E                      C#m
So lift up your eyes, cause we re not forgotten
     A         B      E
And Hope will lead us on

Verse 2:
                E                 C#m
Our hearts come alive with every moment
            B                      A
Become the flame that shows us the way
                     E                   C#m
Ooh So sing out your freedom sing it out loud
                     B    A                    E
Cause though we are broken we re becoming the chosen

2nd Chorus:
                E                     C#m
So lift up your eyes cause we re not forgotten
     A         B      E
And hope will lead us on
                   C#m  A                   E
Oh we pray for the dawn and we reach for the morning
     A         B      E
And hope will lead us on

Bridge:
       C#m  A    E      C#m  A   E
Oh the day will come as we press on



          C#m  A   E
When the battle s won

Chorus:
                 E                    C#m
So lift up your eyes cause we re not forgotten
     A         B      E
And hope will lead us on

Instrumental: E C#m A B

2nd Chorus:
                  E                     C#m
So we lift up our eyes cause we re not forgotten
     A         B      E
And hope will lead us on
                   C#m A                      E
Oh we pray for the dawn and we reach for the morning
     A         B      C#m
And hope will lead us on
     A         B      C#m
And hope will lead us on
     A         B      E   C#m A B E
And hope will lead us on


